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Caseilia Magnetic Privacy Filter
Snap on Privacy Guard, Adhere to Your iPad & MacBook

www.caseilia.com

COMPATIBILITY

iPad Pro
12.9” / 11”

iPad Air
10.5”

iPad 
9.7”

iPad mini
7.9”

MacBook Pro
15” /13”

MacBook Air
13” / 11”

MacBook
12”



SMART SNAP-ON PRIVACY
Easy to apply and removable privacy screen guard thanks to the unique magnetic strip 
which offers a Snap-On attachment to your device. It can be removed multiple times 
without the messy inconvenience of other conventional screen protectors.

 
YOUR PRIVACY GUARD
Caseilia Privacy Filter makes on-screen data visible only to individuals sitting in front of 
the monitor. Simply apply it when you are in public areas or when you want to avoid 
prying eyes; and detach it when you want to share the on-screen data

 
MORE PRIVACY, LESS MESS
Forget those screens that leave a sticky residue when you pull the screen; Caseilia 
Privacy Filter magnetically adheres quickly and seamlessly; With no plastic tabs or 
adhesive tape required, you can easily take this �lter on and off as required; No Fuss/No 
Mess

MINIMUM MAINTAINENCE
Caseilia Privacy Filter resists dust, �ngerprints, scratches and other sediments from 
everyday use. Keep it clean easily with a paper towel and screen cleaner

 
PERFECT FOR COMMUTING
Keep the �lter on the device during travel as it doesn’t add any burden thanks to it 
light-weight and ultra slim design

 
DUAL-PURPOSE
Protective privacy screen and Anti-Glare screen construction that lasts. Get sensitive 
private information covered anywhere and is ideal for public spaces, coffee shops, 
airports and other high traf�c areas. This �lter not only provides privacy but also protects 
your eyes by �ltering out 95% UV and curbing blue light by 60%, which can otherwise 
have an adverse impact on your eyes

SNAP ON PRIVACY GUARD

35368 - MacBook PRO 15" / 35369 - MacBook PRO 13" / 35370 - MacBook 12" / 35371 - MacBook Air 13"
35372 - iPad PRO 12.9" / 35373 - iPad PRO 11" / 35374 - iPad Air 10.5" / 35375 - iPad 9.7" / 35376 - iPad mini 7.9"

Caseilia endeavor to ensure that the information on this packing is correct and fairly stated, but does not accept liability for any error or omission. The development of Caseilia products and services are continuous and 
published information may not be up-to-date. It is important to check the current position with Caseilia. Caseilia is registered trademarks and trademarks of MICRODIA Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement. 

Designed by Caseilia in Los Angeles.
Caseilia is a trademark of Caseilia Ltd.
www.caseilia.com

Caseilia Ltd., Caseilia Corp. are subsidiaries of
Microdia Holdings Ltd.

Sales Inquiries: sales@caseilia.com
For the latest CASEILIA products visit www.caseilia.com


